Rationale of Course

The aim of this course is to engage students with the primacy of history and the unique potential about history’s fundamental attributes, both as a means of inquiry and a means of understanding education. It would enable students to develop perspectives in the colonial and post colonial patterns of education engaging them with historical contexts, debates and processes within which a State system of education emerged. Students will be able to explore questions related to colonial knowledge and its pedagogical agenda in diverse contexts that continue to shape education in India today. The Course would promote insights in historical inquiry where the locus of inquiry is the complex relationship between the past and the present. At the end of the course, students should be able to meet the following Objectives:

- Develop an understanding on the interpretive nature of history and historical inquiry.
- Analyse and integrate source material critically as historical evidence.
- Understand the emergence of colonial education and the nationalist counter response with its tragic failure to challenge the basic forms, content and subtexts of colonial knowledge that has a relevance today.
- Engage with critical perspectives on the educational system and patterns in a democratic and secular country with a diverse socio-cultural context and its relevance in the contemporary context of a globalised world.
- Comprehend the changing trajectories of knowledge in history of education through the lens of subaltern and feminist studies.
- Examine how education emerged as a central concern in the nationalist quest for equality and self identity.
- Nurture capacities to critically reflect on historical realities, respect for diversity and secular values and challenge the social forces that threaten these values.

Units of Study

Unit I Primacy of History

- The Centrality of Historical Insights and Dialogue through Time.
- Construction of Knowledge in History
- Periodisation ; Generalisation, Objectivity and bias in History.
- Perspectives on Thinking Historically.
Unit II  Trajectory of Indian Education System
- Indigenous System of Education
- Emergence of the State System of Education.
- Legitimate Knowledge: Conflict of Curriculum and Culture
- Nationalism, Cultural Processes and the Acculturating Role of Education
- Textbook Culture, New Knowledge and New India.

Unit III  Historical Contexts, Contestations and Challenges
- Ideology and Interpretation in colonial history
- Subaltern perspectives.
- Feminist perspectives; state embodiment of the female teacher 'trainer'.
- Decoding literature as mask for economic exploitation.
- Pursuit of equality; Alternatives to colonial education.

Unit IV  Post Colonial Patterns in Indian Education System
- Towards a National system of education
- Plural societies and multiple pasts; Contemporary Eurocentric perspectives
- Engendering histories-some theoretical issues
- Education and the New Imperialism

Unit V  Deconstructing Colonial and Post Colonial Histories
(Through Term Paper/Seminar Presentation)
- Understanding Partition through memories.
- Debating and Speculating Heritage.
- Politics of patronage and institutionalisation of language hierarchy.
- The quest for identity in colonial India.
- Meanings of Progress.
- Neo liberalism
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